TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR E-SHOP YOUNIQUE.GR
The website «www.younique.gr» is an e-shop which belongs to an individual enterprise under
the name “Nikolaos Nasiou” (“Νάσιου Νικόλαος”), with VAT number 120473910, office/studio at
41,Pentelis Str, at Gerakas Attikis in Greece (from now on “enterprise”) and phone numbers
00302110102245 and 00306947893119. Everyone who is using or interacting in any way with
the current website have to know and certainly agree with the following terms and conditions. In
any other case they should leave the website immediately.
1. GENERAL TERMS
1.1 The current document declares all the terms and conditions agreed between the website
responsible and the users and customers who are willing and do use it. The web-browsing in
the e-shop’s pages, the access and the use of the current website, as well as the use of the
products listing in it or were listed in it imply the compliance of the users with the responsible of
the current website and are all getting described in the following lines.
1.2 The current terms and conditions lastly updated on 01-06-2015. The enterprise reserves the
right on changing the current terms and conditions document at any time by modifying the
current document, if it is believed that it is necessary. Anyone reacting with the current website
is responsible to check and be informed for these changes at any time. In any other case, they
are recommended to stay away and have no interaction with the enterprise.
2. DEFINITIONS
The following definitions are applying to the current document:
As contents are considered all the images, texts and videos that are used in the website.
Website is anything included when visiting the url www.younique.gr .
As user is considered any individual or legal entity that is visiting and/or reacting with the
current website.
3. USE AND TERMS OF USE OF YOUNIQUE.GR
3.1 The use of the current e-shop should take place only from people who have legal capacity.
3.2 Every user takes full responsibility for the completeness and validity of the data/information
that inserts/sends at the website. He/she must have all necessary legal requirements and the
necessary capacity to understand this document.
3.3 The enterprise has no responsibility about every charge might occur except of these that it
declares clearly that it is going to cover. In particular the enterprise has no responsibility for the
way of use and accessing its website by anyone.
3.4 The users of the website www.younique.gr who make purchases using credit and debit
cards should be legal holders and have the right to use and charge them. In any case, the
enterprise is not liable to the legitimate owner of the card for any charges made to it through
this website.
4. REGISTRATION AND CREATING AN ACCOUNT
4.1 The browsing in the website www.younique.gr is completely safe and free of any charge. It
is not a mandatory requirement that a user should have registered/create an account. However,

it is necessary for a user to register and create an account in order to have access to full
functionality of the website, including personalized services. All users can get registered at any
time at the newsletter. This service has no charges. Newsletter emails include promotions and
informative content and are the intellectual property of the enterprise and therefore protected by
the relevant provisions of Greek law and international conventions. If a registered user decides
to, he/she can always and at any time exclude his/hers email from the newsletter list by
informing for that intention clearly the enterprise
4.2 Any user that will choose to create an account at www.younique.gr, they agree the
following: A) they insert accurate, current and complete information/data about their personal
details in all the forms they will complete and B) maintain and carefully update their registration
data to keep it true, accurate, valid, current and complete.
4.3 Users who keep account remain solely responsible for all activities that occur under their
personal password, their username and their account as a whole and they agree to inform in
time the enterprise for any non-authorized use of their account and/or any possible violation of
safety rules. Also, they are exclusively responsible for the typical use of their account and the
Sign Out act at the end of any use. The enterprise has no responsibility for any damage may
occur after false use of a personal account.
4.4 The enterprise reserves the right to delete accounts if decides that they are created with the
purpose of malicious actions or if the data entered are untrue or stolen.
5. PERSONAL DATA
5.1 As a visit and browsing takes place in the website www.younique.gr it is possible that a user
may asked to enter personal data (name, address, email etc.) in order to activate a series of
corresponding services (newsletter, lotteries, blog etc.). After you accept explicitly and enter
these data, you will enjoy these services.
5.2 The enterprise respects under no conditions all the personal data a user will provide to it.
The enterprise commits to treat them secretly and use them only for the purpose the user
provided for and only as long as he/she desires to. Only in case where the law applies
differently, the user data will be provided to authorized persons (refer to Greek laws 2472/1997
and 3471/2006).
In any case the enterprise declares that the use of personal data will take place according the
law and only for the purposes the user has asked for. No other use will take place at all.
5.3 The company reassures that any personal data will either never be used for anything else
except of that of your authorization, neither share with them with any third partywithout your
special authorization. This term stands except of cases that it is necessary for your order to get
completed (like courier services) or this act is forced by the law.
5.4 During your browsing through the webpages of our site, the company is authorized from you
to collect information from your browser and operational system for own use statistical reasons,
enhancing your personal experience while browsing and get served identically.
6. COOKIES
6.1 Cookies are small size files that are stored into your computer and memorize all the settings
and choices you make while browsing in our website. That may be the country you are from,

the products you have seen and help us improve your experience and you do not have to imply
twice any choice. That kind of files will never and under any circumstances cause any damage
at your computer at all.
6.2 We assure you that we and our website comply with European and Greek Law
2009/136/ΕΚ which is about safe browsing and online payments taking place.
7. PRODUCTS AND PRICING
7.1 All products available through our e-shop are handmade from start to finish. We create
them all by ourselves in our lab and some are created in small partners’ labs. If anything goes
wrong with your product before you use it we will replace it with a new one, or if it is not able to
be done we will refund its cost back to the buyer.
7.2 All prices in our e-shop include VAT 23%.
8. ORDERING
8.1 Placing an order is a binding act. The buyer then has to pay the order amount to us with the
payment he chose to. That price includes any charges about preparing, packaging and shipping
of the product/products are included to the order.
8.2 You do not have to be a registered member in order to place an order. In any case you will
be asked to give us the invoice and the shipping address and you will be able to choose a
payment and a shipping method.
8.3 During placing an order you are obligated to get informed and have the self-knowledge
about the materials of the products you are willing to buy and their characteristics. You are the
one and only responsible if the materials may cause you any allergic reaction, dermatological
diseases and general reactions may arise from the products.
8.4 Your order’s placement is confirmed when the confirmation email has been received in the
inbox of the email you used during ordering process. If the product you are ordering is one and
only item, we reserve the right to contact you within 48 hours if it is not available any more.
8.5 The only responsible for delivering the product/the order is the company that will receive it
to ship it to you. Depending on the courier services, your order may need a reasonable period
of time to get delivered to you, usually no more than 4 working days even in the most distant
area. In any case, Younique cannot be responsible for any delay. We assure you though that
we will do everything humanly possible to make your service as fast as it can be.
8.6 The courier company may ask for an identity to be shown during delivering, depending on
the way the operate to assure anything will go absolutely perfect at any case.
9. ORDER CANCELATION – RETURNONG THE PRODUCT
9.1 Order cancelling
We will do our best to overcome any expectation of you for our cooperation and the quality of
the products you order. However if for any reason you wish to cancel your order you can do so
at any time on two conditions:
- You have to send an email to info@younique.gr as soon as possible with your order number
and any information that is necessary to find your order.

- The desire of cancelling the order should be made before sending it (usually sent within 24
hours).
9.2 Returning an order
All returns are directly accepted by us without any charge for you.
Conditions for returning:
- Has to take place within 14 days of post receipt.
-All the product that you would like to return have to be in the same perfect condition like the
day you receiver it.
- Remember that we refund only the amount relating to the product/products you bought and
not any shipping or payment costs you may have paid already.
- Refunds are not possible in personalized/customized products.
- Every return must be done with proof/receipt of purchase.
Contact us by phone or email to arrange the procedural part. You will be refunded just when all
the products are received and checked.
9.3 All orders remain at the courier service for as long as they define before picking them up. All
the returns that may happen because of buyer’s showing up delay will not be to refunded and
the company is not obliged to retain these products for them and the products will be available
for any use the company wishes immediately.
10. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
10.1 No guarantee is provided for the continuous and uninterrupted access to the Site
«www.younique.gr» and its services.
11. COPYRIGHT ISSUES
11.1 The entire contents of www.younique.gr website (images, texts etc.) are the intellectual
and industrial property of the Company which is solely able to manage these rights.
11.2 Any kind of reproduction, redistribution, copy, distribute, publish, download, display, post
or transmit in any way or by any means any element of the material listed in www.younique.gr is
under no circumstances legitimized. The only exception is applied when there is a prior written
right concession. If copying or misusing any project, image or product, the company reserves
the rights to recourse to the law.
11.3 All intellectual and industrial property and any right of trademark on the name and
distinctive title "Younique" belongs to the Company..
11.4 Every object or article posted or submitted at the website «younique.gr» considered nonconfidential and shared in accordance with the company's terms of agreement and obligates
under data protection legislation.
12. BLOG – SOCIAL MEDIA
12.1 The Blog is a site form. It consists of a list of posted entries with subjects that may vary
(political, social, health, music, sports, technology, arts, etc.).
12.2 The content and information posted and included in the Blog section constitute a
presentation to the visitor / user and the general community of Internet users but it can in no

way be interpreted as valid information and / or advice or conceal in any way any prompts from
the company.
12.3 Younique undertakes the collection, compilation and distribution of the content of «Blog».
Any post to «Blog» made upon certification by the managers of the «Blog» to ensure the proper
presentation and content quality posts.
12.4 Younique is actively involved in online Social Media, having created its own pages/profiles
at them (e.g. Facebook, Instagram and Pinterest). The Visitor / User in order to access the
above Social Media pages, should have been or create his/hers account/profile at them,
accepting the respective terms of use. Participation in these social media raises no claim
against Younique and no liability weighs the Company regarding the existence and the content
of these pages.
13. APPLICABLE LAW
13.1 The company and the e-shop Younique.gr, reserves the right to modify or update these
terms and conditions without any notice. This action will have effect since the date of the
change took place. If company misses to exert its rights, that in no way can be considered as
waiver of it.
13.2 The navigation, use and interaction with Younique governed by Greek law, European
Union law and international treaties. Any dispute arising during navigation, use and interaction
with it will be resolved in trial in the courts of Athens in Greece.
13.3 If any provision of these terms is against the law ceases to have effect and can be
considered as removed from the present, without in any way affect the validity of other
conditions.

